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Devastated after losing his partner of fifteen years to cancer, Dr. Bradford Mitchell tries to escape the
emptiness and loss by leaving his life in Seattle behind. Traveling to the Alaskan mountains where he and
Jeff often vacationed, Brad reconnects with Mac Cleary, the ruggedly handsome and very straight floatplane
pilot who had flown them to Hyline Lake many times in the past. Brad and Mac form an unlikely friendship
and buy an old log cabin together, and as he and Mac begin to bring the old cabin back to life, Mac watches
Brad come back to life as well, stirring emotions in him he's never felt for a man before. When fear,
confusion, and a near tragedy threaten to force the two men apart, they'll face some tough questions. Can
Brad let go of Jeff and the guilt he feels about beginning to care for another man? And can Mac deal with his
fears of being gay and accept the fact that he is in love with Brad? It will be a struggle for both men to keep
their heads and hearts intact while exploring what life has to offer.
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From reader reviews:

Clarence Riley:

Book is to be different for every grade. Book for children until finally adult are different content. We all
know that that book is very important usually. The book Wings of Love had been making you to know about
other expertise and of course you can take more information. It doesn't matter what advantages for you. The
book Wings of Love is not only giving you much more new information but also being your friend when you
truly feel bored. You can spend your current spend time to read your publication. Try to make relationship
together with the book Wings of Love. You never truly feel lose out for everything in the event you read
some books.

Geraldine Davis:

The publication untitled Wings of Love is the e-book that recommended to you to read. You can see the
quality of the e-book content that will be shown to an individual. The language that article author use to
explained their ideas are easily to understand. The article author was did a lot of analysis when write the
book, and so the information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also will get
the e-book of Wings of Love from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Ruth Haddock:

This Wings of Love is great e-book for you because the content that is full of information for you who
always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal it facts
accurately using great arrange word or we can say no rambling sentences inside. So if you are read that
hurriedly you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only provides you with straight forward sentences
but tough core information with wonderful delivering sentences. Having Wings of Love in your hand like
keeping the world in your arm, details in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no guide that
offer you world in ten or fifteen second right but this reserve already do that. So , this is good reading book.
Hello Mr. and Mrs. occupied do you still doubt this?

Harrison Colon:

As a pupil exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher questioned them to go to the library as well as to
make summary for some reserve, they are complained. Just very little students that has reading's heart or real
their interest. They just do what the instructor want, like asked to the library. They go to at this time there but
nothing reading significantly. Any students feel that studying is not important, boring in addition to can't see
colorful images on there. Yeah, it is being complicated. Book is very important for you. As we know that on
this time, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says, ways to reach Chinese's country. So ,
this Wings of Love can make you truly feel more interested to read.
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